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Coronation 304 to be repainted
Coronation 304 has now entered the Paint Shop at
Blackpool’s Rigby
Road Depot for a
full repaint in its
original livery. The
tram
has
not
been repainted
since it entered
service
in
November 2002.
Coronation 304 at Fleetwood on 15th July 2005 Mark Jobling
Then
it
was
repainted fairly quickly for it to make its debut on Channel
Four’s “Salvage Squad” that was aired in January 2003.
Source: http://www.ltt.org.uk/lttnews.html

Crich Red Oktober Day

Photo:
Cardiff 131 in the workshop at Crich
on 5th October 2008 Jack Gordon

Welcome...
... to the first issue of Tramways
Monthly, the newest name in
tramway news. I hope that you
enjoy this first issue, and please
give me any comments that
you have about this issue.
Obviously the content in it isn’t
current – I am just trying to give
an example of how the
finished and production
version will look.
Thanks to everyone who has
allowed me to use stuff in this
issue.
Enjoy the issue!
Jack Gordon
Editor
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This year’s Red Oktober event took place on the 26th
October 2009 at Crich Tramway Village. It was another of
the many events at
Crich that was not
to be missed! A 10
minute tram service
was
kept
using
Glasgow 22, Leeds
345 and Glasgow
812, with Berlin 3006
Berlin 3006 and a collection of Eastern Bloc vehicles on
filling in on regular
the depot fan on the 26th October 2008 Jack Gordon
extras. A variety of
Eastern Bloc vehicles were also parked on the depot fan
and in the street, and there was a parade too. A “guest
appearance” was also made by the Blackpool Electric
Locomotive and TW3 to perform some repairs to the
overhead in the late afternoon. All in all a very good day
and there were even some laughs from the crews in the
morning as they removed left over decorations from
Starlight the previous evening!
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Special Feature...
A Celebration of the British Works Car
Heaton Park, 30th November 2008

News in brief

By Andrew Waddington, Pictures Tony Waddington

For the first time ever, this day provided the chance to see no less
than four trams out at Heaton Park, to the delight of the many
photographers present. The star of the show was arguably the
newly preserved Blackpool Railgrinder 752, which had just
arrived from Blackpool less than two weeks earlier, and was
making its public debut. However, 752 had to share the limelight
with Hull 96 – or should I say Leeds 6? To coincide with the works
car event, the Manchester Transport Museum Society had
returned this tram to a
previous guise, as after
running in Hull it was
sold for further use as a
works car in Leeds.
Although the tram is still
fitted
out
as
a
passenger car with
wooden
bench Leeds 6 is seen as darkness falls and the event moves into
it’s final stage Tony Waddington
seating, it has been
restored in plain grey works livery, and bears the number 6, which
was its fleet number when it ran in Leeds. The tram certainly looks
very different and attracted a huge amount of interest! After
spending the last few years out of service with a motor fault, 6
was officially launched back into service as part of this day’s
events programme.
As if all this was not enough, the MTMS had arranged for a Bolton
motor tower wagon to visit the tramway for the day. This vehicle
is normally displayed at the nearby Greater Manchester Museum
of Transport, so it was certainly a nice treat to see it out in
daylight. Finally, to complete the day’s vehicle lineup,
Manchester 765 was also in operation throughout the day, whilst
Manchester horse car L53 was displayed on the depot approach
track.
In the morning all four trams were positioned outside the depot
for photos, before 765 was pressed into service and 752 was also
operated. This tram was used for a ‘Tram Driving Experience’,
giving enthusiasts a very rare chance to drive this car for a
bargain price of just £10! Unfortunately whilst on test the previous
weekend some problems had been experienced with 752’s
resistances and so it was decided not to risk taking the car uphill,
meaning that it was restricted to shuttling between the Middleton
Road park gates and the tram depot. There were further minor
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News in brief

problems experienced on the big day with this tram, probably
as a result of its lack of use at Blackpool, although the frosty
conditions did not help matters. Despite these setbacks the
team kept 752 running all day and ensured that everyone who
had booked a drive of the car went away happy – top marks
for effort there, as it would have doubtless been so much easier
just to give up and leave it as a static exhibit for the day.
For many years Manchester 765 is seen in the fading light still in its guise as a postal
car. Tony Waddington
the
delightful
Manchester
‘Combination car’
765 has been the
mainstay of the
Heaton Park fleet,
so it seemed a
shame that it had
no real part to
play in this works
car
themed
event. With this in mind, a plan was hatched to use 765 to re
create a postal car! The tram was therefore fitted with ‘Post Car’
boards above its destination boxes at each end, which it had
carried when loaned to Blackpool in the 1980s, and as a
finishing touch, a special tramcar post box was hung on the
dash panel at one end. Whilst this was not strictly a works car, it
did allow 765 to portray a purpose of tramcar operation besides
carrying passengers, and it was another very welcome addition
to the event.
After being on static display during the morning, Leeds 6 was
officially relaunched back into service with a short ceremony at
12:00pm. It had been hoped to fit a bow collector to the tram
but sadly this plan had to be abandoned due to a few issues
with tension in the bow, although it is still hoped to go ahead
with this project next year. However, this was more than made
up for by the fitting of a replica chimney to the tram’s roof – this
was a very unusual feature of this tram’s works car days!
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The exciting events continued shortly after 6’s inaugural runs,
with the launch of a new book detailing the history of British
works cars. This book has been written by the wellknown
tramway author David Voice who kindly agreed to sign copies
of his latest book aboard Leeds 6. After this more driving
experience trips were offered on 752 for a while, before all three
electric trams were used for various photographic opportunities.
The undoubted highlight of this was a minicavalcade from the
tram depot to Middleton Road gates and back, consisting of
Leeds 6, Blackpool 752 and Manchester 765 in that order. This
was a rare chance to see three trams in action together on the
tramway, and yet again the assembled photographers were
delighted. There was also the opportunity to see cars 6 and 752
running in parallel. Whilst all this was going on the main tram
service was still maintained by car 765, and it was pleasing that
the tramway managed to keep something resembling a normal

service going whilst also keeping the enthusiasts happy. Even
tram modellers were catered for, with a competition being held
for the best model of – what else – a works car!

News in brief

The day’s events concluded with the opportunity to see and
photograph the trams in the dark until approximately 5:00pm.
The idea was to show works cars in an authentic setting, as works
vehicles were normally most active after dark. However,
Manchester 765 arguably stole the show with its ruby roof glasses
being beautifully illuminated by its saloon lighting. The excellent
transport photographer Jason Cross even brought some
floodlights along, which were much appreciated.
Eight months ago, Heaton Park witnessed arguably the most
important event in its history when the Eades reversible horse
tram entered service. However, far from resting on their laurels, it
is clear that everyone at the tramway is determined to build on
the success of that event, and as such, the events of November
30th were even more ambitious. Although it was a shame that
752 could not have run all the way to the Lakeside terminus, and
the weather was bitterly cold, this was an absolutely fantastic
event which confirmed to all present that Heaton Park has
become a ‘mustsee’ attraction for tram enthusiasts. Any
transport museum in the UK would have been proud to have
staged such an enjoyable event, and the very busy schedule
ensured that visitors had plenty to see and do. Thanks must go to
everyone involved – in particular, to John Whitehouse for
overseeing the day’s events, and Alan Williams for handling the
role of Driving Instructor so well. Most of all, thankyou Heaton
being Park for giving Blackpool 752 a bright future after disused
for so long, and for actually running it as well!

Manchester 765 is seen again as a Postal Car on passenger duties, whilst the star of the show, newly arrived Blackpool 752, is
on another Driving Experience, that it was performing throughout the day. Tony Waddington
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Monthly Feature...
Cardiff 131 and London United Tramways 159 Restoration Reports
Jack Gordon

The two main restoration projects at the museum at the moment are those of Cardiff 131 and
London United Tramways (LUT) 159. Both are complete restorations and have been a very big job
for the team at Crich, but they have coped brilliantly! Cardiff 131 has now been in the workshop
for over a year and is nearing the end of its restoration, ready for a launch in 2009, 50 years of the
Tramway Museum at Crich. LUT 159 has been in the workshop for several years now, and is also
progressing nicely with its restoration, now being situated on the accommodation truck vacated
by Cardiff 131 a few weeks ago.

Cardiff 131
The restoration is now nearing completion and both lining and lettering are currently being
applied. Works which remains to be completed includes some modifications to the lifeguard
mechanism, the water system piping and valves, the manufacture and installation of track
scrubber gear and testing of the car and equipment. Source: “Contact” published monthly by the TMS

London United 159
Progress has been made on the saloon interior mouldings and fittings and a review is due to take
place soon on the agreed work programme. All four side frames of the bogies have also now
been delivered to the museum. A dry assembly has since taken place to establish the next course
of machining, which has shown that some of the new parts that were made need some more
machining as they were made to suit the old worn frames rather than the new ones. Source: “Contact”
published monthly by the TMS

Cardiff 131 seen in the workshop at Crich on the 26th October 2008 Jack Gordon

Other Tramcar News...
Blackpool 717 has been overhauled
MET 331 is nearing the end of its overhaul
Sheffield 330 has been overhauled
Leeds 180 has had its seats removed. It will be
lifted next.
 London Transport 1622 and Berlin 3006 have been
commissioned. Leeds 399 is now being
commissioned.
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LUT 159 seen in the workshop at Crich on the 5th
October 2008 Jack Gordon

Special Feature...
Crich Tramway Village Edwardian Weekend 2008
Crich Tramway Village, 5th July 2008
By Andrew Waddington, Pictures Tony Waddington

Crich Tramway Village has staged an Edwardian Weekend as part of its annual special events
programme for a number of years now. The idea originated from the old horse tram operating
days  sometimes referred to as 'The Mane Event'  which boasted a rare opportunity to ride on a
horse drawn tramcar at Crich, but not a lot else. This event was not much of a crowdpuller, so in
recent times the event has been extended to a full weekend, whilst also being enhanced by
scenarios acted out by characters in period costume, as well as visiting vehicles and live
entertainment. Having not visited this event before, and after becoming disillusioned after a
couple of disappointing Tramathons, I decided that 2008 was the year to give it a try! Saturday
5th July was the date of my visit which I enjoyed immensely.
Arguably the biggest attraction this year was Mike
Sutcliffe's collection of eight beautifully restored
vintage Leyland buses. Some of these have visited
Crich previously, but this was the first time that all eight
had been gathered together anywhere, let alone at
Crich, making this a very exciting prospect for transport
enthusiasts! The buses were actually at Crich for a
Leyland Society event day the following Sunday;
however, as all eight buses needed to be transported
to Crich on lowloaders, it was decided to bring them
early so that they could all participate in the Edwardian Weekend as well. The buses, one of
which is the oldest surviving British omnibus and is celebrating its centenary this year, were all
operated along the street and really added to the nostalgic atmosphere. As the newest of the
buses date from the 1920's, their appearance at this particular event was very appropriate and
they drew a great deal of interest. Dare I say, they actually threatened to upstage the trams!
The star of the show tramwise was of course Sheffield 15, the Museum’s operating horse tram. On
this Saturday it was hauled by a magnificent horse called Major, who made light work of the
small tramcar which proved extremely popular, carrying full loads all afternoon. Understandably
the horse is unable to walk along the ballast, so the horse tram service only operates between
Town End and the Depot Crossover before returning to the normal unloading stuff. A special
horse tram stop was set up outside the Library Extension and attracted some very big queues.
Four electric trams were also in service on this day:
Glasgow 22, Blackpool 40, Southampton 45 and
Johannesburg 60. Berlin 3006 also did a few journeys for
the benefit of visitors unable to ride on any other tram. All
of these trams operated successfully, including 45
despite a couple of heavy showers! Despite very poor
weather forecasts it was very warm and sunny for most of
the day, and visitor numbers seemed to be very good in
view of the anticipated rain.
The Edwardian Weekend is not really an event aimed at tram enthusiasts, however the operation
of a horse tram is always a good attraction, and as an extra bonus there were some interesting
movements in the depot yard. Cardiff 131 has recently vacated the wash bay in the Workshop
extension as its body reassembly is virtually complete, so the opportunity was taken to wash
some of the service fleet. First up for attention was Sheffield 74, and once it had been cleaned, it
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was parked up outside the Workshop, allowing Chesterfield 7 to take its place. Although these
two trams were probably only moved because they needed cleaning, it was still good to see two
more Edwardian trams out in the open, albeit only for shunting purposes. Another interesting
movement occurred when Major the horse (and his handlers of course) took their lunch break.
Major was used to pull Sheffield 15 to its loading stop before being unhitched, and the tram was
then carefully pushed downhill and parked up on the spare track at Town End. It remained there
until it returned to service later in the afternoon.
As well as the aforementioned tram and bus activity, some
colourful characters kept the crowds amused in the street. A
suffragette demonstration near the Eagle Press building proved
to be a big highlight of the day, with lots of audience
participation. It was especially good when a Policeman
dragged away the suffragettes who dared to suggest that
women were deserving of equal rights to men! I was delighted
to see so many people enjoying this event  this is the fun
element that some recent Crich events have been missing,
and it was good to see lots of people learning whilst also being entertained. The demonstration
really brought history to life and was especially popular with visiting families.
There were also music performances in Depot V, which had necessitated the transfer of
Gateshead 5 to the front of the Workshop in order to provide space for an audience to stand
and watch. Halle 902 remained in its usual position, however. The attention to detail with this
event was absolutely superb; for example, instead of simply issuing a list of the day's events at the
main entrance, some Broadsheetstyle papers with a list of the day's events and some information
on the trams and buses were given out for free, with the date 'July 5th 1908' printed on them!
Towards the end of the afternoon, a ceremony took place
to recreate the handover from horse to electric trams.
People in period costumes posed for photographs with the
Sheffield horse tram, before boarding Johannesburg 60 for
a ride to Glory Mine and back. Unfortunately this event
caused considerable delays to the tram service; I was
riding on Blackpool 40 at this point, which was first stuck
behind the horse tram during the photography session,
and was then stuck at Wakebridge awaiting the arrival of
60 and another service car! I think this part of the day
needs rethinking, as a number of passengers on 40 were grumbling about the long delays, which
was understandable.
After this ceremony, Sheffield 15's day was over. However, one final treat was in store, as the tram
was parked outside the Workshop, next to Sheffield 74. The chance to photograph these two
early Sheffield cars together was a must, and was a nice way to end a very enjoyable day out.
15 was then put into the Workshop, ready for more trips on the main line the following day.
Overall, I am very glad that I chose to attend this superb event, and I feel that the organisers put
on an excellent show. Everyone at Crich seemed happy that day, and visitors went away full of
positivity. Despite a dismal weather forecast, the sun shone and although there was a bit of a blip
at around 4:00pm due to the photo opportunities at Town End, this was a minor black spot on
what was an otherwise excellent event. My faith in the Tramway Museum Society's ability to put
on high quality events has been restored  let us hope that some of the more enthusiast
orientated events that are coming up will be just as good as the Edwardian Weekend turned out
to be.
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Special Feature...
Portuguese Trams Pictorial
By Mark Jobling

Remodelado tram No 557 at Praça Luís de Camões in Lisbon on the 1st May 2008.

Tourist Tram No 5 ascending the steep hill to Calçada Nova de São Francisco in Lisbon
on May 1st 2008
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Porto No 131 on an evening route 22 service at Praça Dona Filipa De Lencastre on the
2nd May 2008

on a route 18 service on the 2
10 Porto No 213 approaching the tram museum
2008

nd

May

Sintra Tramway No 4 and No 1 on the depot on the 8th May 2008

Modern Siemens articulated tram No 506 at Praça do Commercio in Lisbon on 1st
May 2008
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Fleet Lists...
Crich Tramway Village
Number

Place

1
1
1
1
2
4
5
5
7
8
9
10
14
15
21
22
35
40
40
45
46
47
49
52
59
60
68
74
76
84
102
106
132
159
166
166
167
180
180
189
264
273
298
331
345
399
510
600

Derby
Douglas Head Marine Drive
Leamington & Warwick
London Transport
Blackpool and Fleetwood
Blackpool Tramways Co.
Blackpool
Gateshead & District
Chesterfield
Chesterfield
Oporto
Hill of Howth
Grimsby & Immingham
Sheffield
Dundee & District
Glasgow
Edinburgh
Blackpool & Fleetwood
Blackpool
Southampton
Sheffield
New South Wales Govt.
Blackpool
Gateshead & District
Blackpool
Johannesburg
Paisley
Sheffield
Leicester
MBRO
Newcastle
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Year

1904
1896
1881
1932
1898
1885
1972
1927
1904
1904
1873
1902
1915
1874
1894
1922
1948
1914
1926
1903
1899
1885
1926
1901
1902
1905
1919
1900
1904
1886
1901
London County Council Tramways
1903
Hull
1910
London United Tramways
?
Blackpool
1927
Nottingham
?
Blackpool
1928
Leeds
1931
Prague
1908
Sheffield
1934
Sheffield
1937
Oporto
1927
Blackpool
1937
Metropolitan Electric Tramways
1930
Leeds
1921
Leeds
1926
Sheffield
1950
Leeds
1931/1954

Livery



?



?





Status

On Display
On Display
On Display – Unrestored
On Display
Operational
On Display
In Store
On Display
Operational
On Display
On Display
On Display
On Display
On Display
On Display
Operational
On Display
On loan to Blackpool
Operational
Operational
In Store
On Display
On Display
In Store
In Store
Operational
Operational
Operational
On Display
In Store
On Display
On Display
On loan to Hull
Under Restoration
Operational
In Store
Operational
Under Overhaul
On Display
On Display
On Display
Operational
On Display
Under Overhaul
Operational
Operational
On Display
In Store

602
674
765
812
869
902
1100
1115
1147
1282
1297
1622
3006
?

Leeds
New York 3rd Ave. Transit
Manchester
Glasgow
Liverpool
Halle
Glasgow
Glasgow
Den Haag
Glasgow
Glasgow
London Transport
Berlin
London Tramways Co.

1953
1939
1900
1900
1936
1969
1928
1929
1957
1940
1948
1912
1969
c1895



On Display
On Display
On loan to Heaton Park
Operational
Operational
On Display
In Store
On Display
On Display
On Display
On Display
Operational
Operational
In Store
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Blind of the Month...
Blackpool Open Boat 607
This month’s Blind has been taken from Boat 607 in Blackpool. The information was kindly donated
to Tramways Monthly by Natx2004.
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Focus...
22nd March –
Mothering Sunday
Mothering Sunday at
Seaton Tramway
Mum travels FREE today.
Mother's Day Lunch
Special available at the
Tramstop Restaurant.

29th March – Blue Day
Blue Day  Awareness for
Prostate Cancer  tea
party.
Tram Departs Seaton at
2.00pm and Colyton at
4.00pm, there
will be a blue tea party in
the Tramstop Restaurant
at Colyton.
To book a free place,
people are asked to
nominate a loved one,
colleague or friend who
has either suffered/is
suffering/ or lost
someone from cancer.
For further details please
contact 01297 20375

Got an Event not
listed?
Email us at
tramwaysmonthly@hotmail.
co.uk and we will happily
add the event to our diary!

Events...
Date
22nd March
29th March

23rd April
9/10th May

Event
Mothering Sunday
Blue Day –
Awareness for
Prostate Cancer
Easter 1940’s
Weekend
Easter Sunday –
Easter Egg Hunt
St. George’s Day
Models Weekend

10th May

Morris Minor Event

23rd/24th May

50 Years at Crich

28th May
6th June

13th/14th June

Teddy Bear Picnic
Colyton Summer
Fayre
Classic Car Show
& Green Transport
Gathering
Folk Weekend

21st June
26th June
27th/28th June

Father’s Day
Gourmet Night
1950’s Weekend

28th June

Totally Transport

5th July

Enthusiasts’ Tram
Event
Edwardian
Weekend
Barbecue and
Jazz Evening
The Festival of
Modern Tramways
Fleetwood
Transport Festival
Late Evening
Special
Mini Meet

12/13th April
12th April

7th June

11th/12 July
1th July
18th/19th July
19th July
21st July
26th July

Location
Seaton Tramway
Seaton Tramway
Crich Tramway
Village
Seaton Tramway
Seaton Tramway
Crich Tramway
Village
Crich Tramway
Village
Crich Tramway
Village
Seaton Tramway
Seaton Tramway
Seaton Tramway
Crich Tramway
Village
Seaton Tramway
Seaton Tramway
Crich Tramway
Village
South Shore,
Blackpool
Crich Tramway
Village
Crich Tramway
Village
Seaton Tramway
Kew Bridge Steam
Museum
Fleetwood
Seaton Tramway
Crich Tramway
Village

We aim to be accurate with all details carried, however errors
may occur. We advise that you check before travelling to a
particular event. Bolded Events will incur an extra cost.
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Blackpool Standard 147 at Central Pier during the Blackpool Illuminations on the 30th
October 2002

